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SPRING 2019

calendar of events

FEB

Tuesday 2/26 4P WH 103
SHIMON EDELMAN | Psychology, Cornell University
Verbal Behavior without Syntactic Structures: Language beyond Skinner
and Chomsky

Wednesday 2/27 12P PAIS 280 Reservation opportunities will be announced
SHIMON EDELMAN | Psychology, Cornell University
Consciousness: A Computational Account of Phenomenal Experience

MAR

Wednesday 3/6 4P WH 101
FIERY CUSHMAN | Psychology, Harvard University
How We Know What Not to Think

Tuesday 3/19 4P PAIS 464
Neuroscience Research Presentations
MIN Woo LEE | Anthropology, Emory University A common polymorphism in OXTR
rs53576 influences perception of spontaneous facial micro-expressions

DAVID STOCKTON | Biology, Emory University A theoretical framework for feature-based
parameter space investigation in computational neuroscience

Thursday 3/21 11A PAIS 464
POST DOC SOCIAL MIXER
Food for Thought

Wednesday 3/27 4P PAIS 290
CECILIA HEYES | Psychology, All Souls College, University of Oxford, UK
COGNITIVE GADGETS | the cultural evolution of thinking

THURSDAY 3/28 4:15P Math & Science Ctr, E208
MARCO JACQUEMET | Communication and Culture Studies, University of San Francisco
Transidioma: Language and Power in the Digital Age

APR

CMBC CO-SPONSORED with INSTITUTE FOR LIBERAL ARTS Friday/Saturday 4/5-4/6 TBD
Critical Juncture: Translating across Boundaries

Wednesday 4/10 1P PAIS 464
POST DOC SOCIAL MIXER
Food for Thought

Monday 4/15 11:30A PAIS 464 Reservation opportunities will be announced
BRYAN GICK | Linguistics, University of British Columbia
Embodying Speech

CMBC CO-SPONSORED with PSYCHOLOGY Monday 4/15 4:00P PAIS 290
KEN CHENG | Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, AU
Ant Navigation

Tuesday 4/16 12P PAIS 464 Reservation opportunities will be announced
KEN CHENG | Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, AU
Thinking Outside the Brain: Embodied, Extended, and Enactive
Cognition in Animals

MAY

Thursday & Friday 5/30-31
Neuroscience in the Wild
SUZANNE DIKKER | Utrecht University | New York University
MARIEKE VAN VUGT | University of Groningen, Netherlands MORE TO COME...